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Abstract— This article discusses, creative and humor 
identities of Mimi Peri Rapunchelle in Instagram, bring pros and 
cons. The method used is literature review by collecting data 
from several international journals, national journals, books, 
interviews and documentation. The research found, identities of 
Mimi Peri Rapunchelle are bringing fans and jobs, hatters, and 
brand image that full of controversy.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Digital technologies have changed the way we 

communicate and present ourselves [1]. Social media offer new 
opportunities for self-presentation, impression management, 
self-promotion and identity performance [1]. In Indonesia, 
there is a selebgram has an online identity influential and 
controversy. The selebgram is Mimi Peri Rapunchelle. Mimi 
Peri Rapunchelle has a unique online identity, which identity as 
her internet user's him self-presentation [2]. The online identity 
of Mimi Elves comes from her creativity and humor. Creativity 
occurs when digital devices are used for various creative 
activities [3], and joke was shared by many people on many 
social media, in the digital age, as facilitated the spreading of 
humor [4]. In this article will present the creative identity and 
humor of Mimi Elves as a further discussion. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Identity 
In the development of the modern era, it is influential to 

bring about new developments and transform the forms of 
individualism; as the 'place' where a new conception of the 
individual subject and how the identity works [5]. The identity 
of the self consists of various basic elements, so that the 
identity of the self can really be an aspect that characterizes an 
individual person is completely different from the figure of 
another individual [6]. From the standpoint of social 
psychology self-identity is the idea of a person's image [7]. 
Identity is that entity which enables one to move with direction 
and effectiveness, to find meaningful outlets [27]. 

B. Creativity 
Creativity is the process of creating, discovery, 

conceptualizing, imagining, forming, constructing, producing, 
producing, seeing the future, predicting trends, analyzing 
market needs or society [8]. Creativity is related to the 

production of new and useful ideas on products, practices, 
services or procedures [9]. Creativity requires something 
novelty which must contain extraordinary, spectacular, 
different from others, and surprises or unexpected things [10]. 
Creativity can exists in everyday life, such as self-expression 
and presentation, managing personal relationships, practical 
artistry, and culture participation [11]. In this case, a creative 
person is sometimes energetic and full of ideas. This is an 
individual divergent thinker, open to new experiences, 
persistent, and a hard worker [12]. 

C. Humor 
Humor is inseparable in relation to happiness, joy, jokes, 

and trinkets [13]. Humor is a communicative activity, when the 
communicator intentionally a message to the recipient and the 
humor are capable of causing laughter [14]. umor have been 
found to correlate with mental health dimensions such as 
positive correlations with the positive humor styles and social 
competence, happiness, perceived social support, satisfaction 
with life, and resiliency [15]. 

D. Mimi Peri Rapunchelle 
Mimi Peri Rapunchelle is the character of cyberspace, 

played by Ahmad Jaelani citizens of Kendari Southeast 
Sulawesi. To date, the instgram @mimi.peri account has more 
than 1 million followers. Mimi Peri Rapunchelle is a person 
who looks to wear unique costumes from various materials 
from nature, such as leaves, wood, coconut shell, newspaper, 
cardboard, flowers, and so forth. 

E. Instagram 
Instagram is an app that can be downloaded and accessible 

from smartphones, computers, tablets, and other hardware that 
support this app. In Instagram, users can enjoy the facilities in 
it like, share and view post photos and video, using filters, 
create instastory and so on. Initially the dominant Instagram 
used for those who have fun in taking photos from a 
smartphone that then share the shots in this application. These 
uploaded photos could be landscape photographs, family photo 
relatives, book collection photos, and so on [16]. 
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III. RESEARCH METHOD 
This research uses a literature review research approach as 

a method, which attempts to obtain information in depth from 
several literatures about the identity formed by Mimi Peri 
Rapunchelle. Sources of data in this study is secondary data 
that is by collecting several international journals, national 
journals, books, interview, and documentations associated the 
identity of Mimi Peri Rapunchelle. In addition, an in-depth 
review of Mimi Peri Rapunchelle's activities in Instagram 
accounts from the first post on June 10, 2018. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Result 
Mimi Peri Rapunchelle is the selebgram that actively 

sending her ideas and creativities on Instagram. The identity of 
Mimi Peri on Instagram appears as an iconic female fairy. 
Early on, she showed herself as a beautiful woman with a 
unique fashion from natural tools. Such as leaves, cooking 
tools, balloons, plastic, twigs, as well as various other organic 
and nonorganic materials. In addition, Mimi Peri often features 
catwalk fashion, singing, dancing, and live video on her 
Instagram. 

Mimi Peri often appears with her drama on her Instagram. 
Like a drama about her love story with Korean entertainers, 
such as Oh Sehun, Lee Minho, and other famous actor. Mimi 
Peri also shows her affection to her mother “Emak Ratu”. The 
drama made by Mimi Peri on Instagram often makes her 
followers become entertained, care, and even bullying it. 

From her creativity and humor, Mimi Peri is trusted by 
several sponsors as endorsers of their products. Like endorser 
products of electronic, fashion, beauty, food, and others. The 
sponsors' products are featured by Mimi Peri in the form of 
photos and videos along with product descriptions, shown 
through her Instagram feeds and Instagram story. 

Mimi Peri gets sponsorships within a few weeks, according 
to the sponsor's agreement. Once uploaded a photo he gets a 
wage of Rp. 500.000, while uploading a video she earns a wage 
of Rp. 1.000.000 [26]. Mimi Peri worked as this endoser she 
was able to help her family's economy. 

As a selebgram, Mimi Peri when performing with her 
creativity and humor, she gets lots of praise and support for 
her. Such as the praise, caring, and affection expressed directly 
by her followers. On the other hand, the creativity Mimi Peri 
also brings scorn, blasphemy, and bullying from her followers. 
Like the unlucky sissy, the cursed, and so on. 

B. Discussion 
Mimi Peri Rapunchelle is an online identity in Instagram 

created by Ahmad Jaelani. When Ahmad Jaelani conjures up a 
character in cyberspace he actively communicates with other 
Instagram users and his followers. As in CMC theory the 
occurrence of communication transactions between individual 
from computer network [17]. 

One of the properties of cyberspace is liquid, so it can make 
individuals establish an online identity based on descriptive 
texts as desired [18], such as Ahmad Jaelani acting as Mimi 

Peri Rapunchelle, to the fullest extent he comes up with a 
controversial virtual image and identity. 

1) Brand Image 
Brand image is a reflection of a brand held in consumer 

memory [19]. In this context, Mimi Peri Rapunchelle has 
image brand as a beauty angle and she has perpetual 
virginity. She also mentioned that she is Oh Sehun's wife. 
Mimi Peri is famous for its unique fashion. So people 
recognize and remember it with the condition. Mimi Peri 
says that her residence in Southeast Sulawesi is a heaven. 
These are the images portrayed by Mimi Peri as a beautiful, 
powerful nymph. 

 
Fig. 1. One of Represent as Brand Image Mimi Peri on Her Instagram 

 
2) Creative Identity Style Mimi Peri on Instagram 

Mimi Peri Rapunchelle is a creative identity. Where, her 
creativity is shown by displaying iconic fashion as well as 
her distinctive behavior. She was uploaded her video and 
photos related to fashion style Mimi Peri. Fashion style 
Mimi Peri is original and distinctive. This is evidence of 
Mimi Peri having a strong perseverance. As John A. 
Glover, creativity and personality traits that “persons tend 
to become totally immersed in their work, forcing 
themselves to completion with a fierce determination" [10]. 

 
Fig. 2. Fashion Style Mimi Peri 

 
Creativity occurs in a specific space and a specific time 

[20]. As performed by Mimi Peri, she performed live videos 
and uploaded photos and videos with dance content, 
singing, vent, and dramas performed with typical fairy-tale. 
In several moments and occasions, Mimi Peri also appears 
with true identity as Ahmad Zailani. It is this creative 
identity that makes the Instagram user's enthusiasm glance 
at it. 
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Fig. 3. RAP as Creative identity Mimi Peri on Instagram 
 

Creative ideas are not just new and unexpected, but are 
also successful in finding solutions that are useful, efficient 
and valuable [21]. The identity displayed by Mimi Peri on 
Instagram includes a new, original, and unexpected identity. 
This is evidenced by his acknowledgment as a angle of 
heaven. Where she as a fairy, Mimi Peri has a high 
imagination about where she lives, the language, style, 
behavior, and recognition that always appear unexpected. 
Like the disclosure of virginity, marriage with famous 
figures. Mimi Peri appreciates as a form of creative identity. 

 
3) Humor Identity Style Mimi Peri on Instagram 

Humor is a multi-faceted phenomenon that is 
considered to be funny and produce laughter or a smile 
[22]. Like the identity of Mimi Peri's humor on her 
Instagram, she creates photo and video content that gives 
rise to laughter for his followers. As her imaginary dramas 
are often uploaded in some posts raises responses and 
laughter comments to his followers. 

In addition to drama that is uploaded on Instagram 
feednya, Mimi Peri also often do live video Instagram with 
her followers. Mimi Peri doing live video with her 
followers, in live video Instagram it makes a lot of 
happiness and laughter when they talk, because there are 
limitations of language understanding that makes them 
difficult to understand each other. Humor plays an 
important role, because it brings individuals closer together, 
it makes us feel happy, and it makes us avoid argument 
[23]. 

 
Fig. 4. Mimi Peri was live video with fans on Instagram 

 

4) Pros and Cons 
Shown as a selebgram, Mimi Peri Rapunchelle often 

bring up the pros and cons. With her identities of creative 
and humor as a angle, it often brings controversy. On the 
one hand, she with brand image was believed to be an 
endorser, on the other hand she is often in gets bullying. 

Mimi Peri has many followers and fans on her 
Instagram. This makes itself as one of the active 
programming work. One of the advantages, Mimi Peri was 
trusted by sponsors to become endorser. Cause, celebrity 
endorsements have a powerful influence on consumer 
behavior [24]. 

 
Fig. 5. Mimi Peri Endorsements 

 
Mimi Peri has many followers and fans on her 

Instagram. This makes itself as one of the active 
programming work. One of the advantages, Mimi Peri was 
trusted by sponsors to become endorser. Cause, celebrity 
endorsements have a powerful influence on consumer 
behavior [24]. 

Brand image of Mimi Peri also brings hatters and 
controversy. From the displayed identity it brings a 
disadvantage to some Instagram users. Finally, Mimi Peri 
becomes a victim of cyberbullying. Cyberbullying is a 
condemnation and cruelty of Mimi Fairy Rapunchelle's 
behavior on Instagram. Cyberbullying is an activity 
undertaken in social media by abusing technological 
functions, its purpose is to humiliate, torture, make fun of, 
or threaten [25]. 

 
Fig. 6. Threat to Mimi Peri 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Mimi Peri Raphunchelle has a controversial online identity. 

Where, here identity brings pros and cons to her life. The 
online identity of Mimi Peri is creative identity and humor 
identity, both of which are interrelated and connected. Creative 
identity makes Mimi Peri become famous and iconic as it is 
today. While the identity of Mimi Elves humor makes him 
have many fans and hatters. Although the identity of Mimi Peri 
became controversial, the creativity and humor of Mimi Peri 
became one of the new identity phenomena that shifted the 
minds of the people in raising their identity in cyberspace. 
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